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When you think of adhesive tapes, think of Cellux® US LLC.

SERVING OVER 26 100+ YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE.

300 MEMBERS OF
DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY.

Stationery masking tape 

General purpose masking tape 

Yellow general masking tape 

Contractor grade masking tape 

Blue painters masking tape 

Yellow body shop masking tape 

High performance painting masking tape 

Orange weatherproof masking tape 

Waterproof superior masking tape 

Superior fine lines masking tape (Washi Tape)

MASKING SOLUTIONS

CONTENTS SURFACE PROTECTION 
SOLUTIONS

Red Stucco Tape

Blue Protection Film – Windows Guard

PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

SPECIALTY PACKAGING 
SOLUTIONS

Gummed Packaging Tape

Reinforced Gummed Tape

REFRIGERATION SOLUTIONS
Foil tape

Utility grade duct tape 

Premium grade duct tape 

Reinforced foil tape

With over 100 years in the adhesive tape industry, and a strong presence in several 
countries around the world, Cellux® has arrived to the United States to offer  excellent 
quality adhesive tapes at the most competitive prices.

We understand our customer needs. When we talk about adhesive tape, we talk about 
effectiveness, and efficiency when solving a necessity. We seek to reach each person by 
offering just what they need, in the most accessible way.

Optimize your operation with Cellux® and find any tape solution with our high-quality 
line of products. From packaging and masking tapes, to refrigeration tapes and more.

FOAM TAPES

Double Sided Polyethylene Tape

Double Sided Neoprene Tape

ELECTRICAL SOLUTIONS
Industrial Electrical Tape

 COUNTRIES WORLDWIDE

General purpose 

Medium grade 

Heavy grade 

Heavy duty packaging tape

Production grade packaging tape 
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MASKING
SOLUTIONS



Introducing Stationery Masking Tape C-563, your trusty companion for all your 
everyday projects. Perfect for home crafts, school assignments, and any other 
tasks that need a little masking magic. With its easy application and clean 
removal, this tape makes creating crisp lines effortless. Get creative without 
any additional stress with Cellux Stationery Masking Tape.

Hand tearable.

Easy to remove.

Write-On surface.

Craft use.

Good adhesion.

24
15
12
8
6

SKU

1/2” 96
3/4” 60

1” 48
1” 1/2 32

2” 24

WIDTH (IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PACKS

60

At Cellux®, we understand that each project is different. We can manufacture the size and presentation according to your requirement.

C-564012060PK24
C-564018060PK15
C-564024060PK12
C-564036060PK8
C-564048060PK6

4
3

SKU

1” 1/2 32
2” 24

WIDTH (IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PACKS

60
C-563036060PK4
C-563048060PK3

CRAFTS
HOME

DECOR
SEASONAL

ASSIGNMENTS
SCHOOL

MASKING TAPE

Our General Purpose Masking Tape C-564, a versatile and essential tool for a wide 
range of applications. With its strong adhesive and easy application, this masking 
tape is perfect for creating clean lines and securing surfaces during painting, 
crafting, or general repairs. The tape adheres firmly, ensuring a dependable 
hold, yet can be easily removed. without leaving behind any residue. Whether 
you're a DIY enthusiast or a professional, our General Purpose Masking Tape 
is the go-to solution for all your masking needs.

Excellent adhesión.

Temporary protection.

PURPOSE
GENERAL

Entry-level application.

Easy to remove.

C-563

C-564

STATIONERY
MASKING TAPE



Introducing our Yellow General Masking Tape C-565, perfect for a variety of tasks. 
With its high visibility yellow color and strong adhesive, it's ideal for marking edges 
and protecting surfaces, even in hard-to-reach areas. Its flexibility makes it easy to 
create shapes, simplifying the painting process. Thanks to its clean removal it 
makes this tape the perfect ally for indoor tasks.

High visibility.

Easy cutting.

5-day indoor clean removal.

It is flexible.

Cleaner paint lines.

SKU

C-565018060PK1
C-565024060PK1
C-565036060PK4
C-565048060PK3

3/4”
1”

1 1/2”
2”

WIDTH (IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PACKS

48
36
32
24

-
-
4
3

TO THE TOUCH

SMOOTH

MASKING TAPE

SKU

1/2” 72
3/4” 48

1” 36
1” 1/2 24

2” 24

WIDTH (IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE

Our Contractor–Grade Masking Tape C-566, is made of an advanced semi crepe 
technology that has been validated as the best-priced tape for body shops 
specially designed for high-performance surface protection and labeling in the 
construction, automotive, and marine industries achieving up to 5 days of 
clean removal.

5 days clean release.

Easy removal.

GRADE
CONTRACTOR

High adhesión.

Excellent holding power.

60

C-566012060PK1
C-566018060PK1
C-566024060PK1
C-566036060PK1
C-566048060PK1

PERFORMANCE

HIGH

60

YELLOW
GENERAL

MASKING TAPE
C-565

C-566

Quick stick.

At Cellux®, we understand that each project is different. We can manufacture the size and presentation according to your requirement.



MASKING TAPE
PAINTEŔ S

BLUE

Introducing our premium Blue Painter's Masking Tape C-576, the perfect 
companion for all your painting projects. Engineered with precision and designed 
for versatility, this high-quality tape ensures clean, crisp lines while protecting 
surfaces from unwanted drips and splatters. Elevate your painting experience 
with this reliable and indispensable tool, crafted to make your creative 
endeavors seamless and precise. Unleash your creativity without worrying 
about messy edges– trust in the precision of our Blue Painter's Masking 
Tape for a flawless finish every time.

Clean removal. 

Easy to tear. 

UV Resistant.

No paint bleed. 

Removes cleanly for up to 14 days.

Cleaner paint lines. 

Indoor and outdoor use.

Excellent paint anchorage.

Smooth to the touch.

Tear and solvent-resistant.

Performing in overlapping the tape.

High performance and visibility.

6
4
3

SKU

C-576024060PK6
C-576036060PK4
C-576048060PK3

1”
1 1/2”

2”

48
32
24

WIDTH (IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PACKS

60

TO THE TOUCH

SMOOTH

At Cellux®, we understand that each project is different. We can manufacture the size and presentation according to your requirement.

Our Body Shop Masking Tape C-584, is crafted from semi-crepe paper saturated in 
a vibrant yellow hue. This tape boasts high-performance qualities perfect for 
construction, automotive, and marine applications. With its natural rubber               
adhesive, it ensures superior adhesion and visibility, making it ideal for precise 
work. Resilient against high temperatures up to 230°F for 30 minutes, it adapts 
seamlessly to irregular surfaces and works flawlessly with masking paper and 
protective film, adhering to itself effortlessly. Plus, its UV resistance                 
guarantees a residue-free removal for up to 7 days in outdoor settings. 

MASKING TAPE
BODY SHOP

YELLOW

SKU

C-584018060PK1
C-584024060PK1
C-584036060PK1
C-584048060PK1

3/4”
1”

1 1/2”
2”

WIDTH (IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE

48
36
24
24

60

C-584

C-576



Orange Weatherproof Masking Tape C-586O, is a professional-grade solution 
for body shop masking needs. Crafted with a semi crepe paper backing and a 
solvent-borne rubber resin adhesive, this tape offers exceptional resistance 
to moisture, water, and solvent-based paints. Specifically engineered for 
specialized applications, our C-586O weatherproof masking tape ensures 
precise masking during spray painting processes, withstanding high 
temperatures without paint seepage. Its adhesive guarantees 
residue-free removal.

IR lamps and spray booth.

High performance and visibility.

 248°F x 30 min /  194°F x 1 hour.

Uv resistant and waterproof 
performance.

Auto-detailing.

Marine painting projects.

Overlapping tape.

Challenging surfaces (gelcoats,
fiberglass, metal and plastic).

High-temperature applications.

At Cellux®, we understand that each project is different. We can manufacture the size and presentation according to your requirement.

SKU

C-586O024060PK1
C-586O036060PK1
C-586O048060PK1

1”
1 1/2”

2”

WIDTH (IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE

60
36
24
24

TO THE TOUCH

SMOOTH

TO THE TOUCH

SMOOTH

Unleash precision and speed with our Cellux High Performance Paint Masking 
Tape C-586G. This tape is carefully designed to achieve crisp paint lines and 
efficient masking during high-performance automotive projects. With superior 
adhesion and durability, it ensures a seamless application, whether you're 
customizing, detailing, or conducting racing-inspired paint jobs. 

PAINTING MASKING TAPE
PERFORMANCE

HIGH

EXTRA RESISTANCE
 WATERPROOF

C-586G

C-586O

MASKING TAPE
WEATHERPROOF

ORANGE

SKU

C-586G018060PK1
C-586G024060PK1
C-586G036060PK1
C-586G048060PK1

3/4”
1”

1 1/2”
2”

WIDTH (IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE

48
36
24
24

60



At Cellux®, we understand that each project is different. We can manufacture the size and presentation according to your requirement.

SKU

144
72
48
36
24
24

WIDTH (IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE

C-590006060PK12
C-590012060PK1
C-590018060PK1
C-590024060PK1
C-590036060PK1
C-590048060PK1

TO THE TOUCH

SMOOTH

EXTRA RESISTANCE
 WATERPROOF

Our Superior Weatherproof Masking Tape C-588, is a robust solution designed 
for the demanding environments of the maritime industry. This tape provides 
exceptional adhesion and durability, ensuring secure masking during ship 
maintenance, painting, and repair tasks. The high-visibility orange color 
enhances safety protocols, making it a reliable choice for precise and 
effective masking in maritime operations. Trust in our Marine Masking 
Tape to withstand the challenges of saltwater exposure and harsh sea 
conditions, delivering professional results for all your marine projects.

High visibility. 

10-day outdoor clean removal.

Weatherproof + UV resistant.

Resistance of saltwater exposure.

Resistance: 248°F x 30min.

SKU

C-588024060PK1
C-588036060PK1
C-588048060PK1

1”
1 1/2”

2”

WIDTH (IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE

60
36
24
24

C-588

MASKING TAPE

WEATHERPROOF
SUPERIOR

The Superior Fine Lines Tape or WASHI TAPE C-590, is a premium-grade 
masking tape especially designed with a water-based acrylic adhesive 
that guarantees impeccably sharp paint lines in both indoor and 
outdoor projects. Engineered to endure even the harshest weather 
conditions for up to three months (unpainted), this tape boasts 
unparalleled resistance. Plus, its effortless removal leaves surfaces 
spotless, without any sticky residue.

Multi-surfaces.

Sharp paint break-lines.

Highly flexible.

Cleanliness.

6 months indoor clean removal.

Indoor and outdoor superior resistance.

C-590

MASKING TAPE
FINE LINES
SUPERIOR

1/4
1/2
3/4

1
1 1/2

2

60



SOLUTIONS
PACKAGING
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PACKAGING TAPE
DUTY 

HEAVY

The Heavy-Duty Packaging Tape C-725/726, is ideal for           

packaging requiring superior performance. Its properties 

make this a highly weight-resistant tape designed for 

heavy-duty carton sealing applications. Its highly 

aggressive adhesive provides the necessary safety and 

support for the most demanding packaging work.

Superior strength

High durability making it suitable 

Resistent to UV and moisture.

for demanding applications.

CLEAR
CLEAR

TAN
TAN

CLEAR

SKU

C-725048110
C-725072110
C-726048110
C-726072110
C-7250481000

2” 36
3” 24
2” 36
3” 24

6

THICKNESS 
(MILS)

WIDTH 
(IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

110

110

The General Purpose Packing Tape 

C-700, supports up to 44  lb in 

weight and is the ideal ally for pack-

ing jobs at home, office, school, or 

any industry. Thanks to its BOPP 

support, it is tear resistance and its 

adhesive guarantees a long useful 

life during storage. This tape can be 

used as an advertising element by 

printing on it with up to 3 inks.

The Medium-Grade Packaging Tape 

C-715, is the ideal for the packaging 

industry where greater resistance is 

required, it holds up to 66 lb in 

weight. Thanks to its BOPP support, 

it is tear resistance and its adhesive 

guarantees a long useful life during 

storage. This tape can be used as an 

advertising element by printing on it 

with up to 3 inks.

The Heavy-Grade Packaging Tape 

C-720, is the ideal ally for the           

packaging industry where greater 

resistance is required, carrying up 

to 66 lb of weight. Thanks to its 

BOPP support, it provides tear 

resistance and its adhesive guaran-

tees a long useful life during 

storage.

Made-to-order product

2”

C-725 / C-726

C-700 C-720

C-715

Our Production Grade - Hot Melt C-730, is a packaging tape perfect 

for both manual and automated applications in medium-weight 

cartons within typical manufacturing and shipping environments. 

Featuring instant, permanent bonding to diverse substrates and 

surfaces, our tape boasts a special release coating for smooth, 

low-force unwinding. With excellent performance, it optimizes 

production efficiency while minimizing tape waste. 

At Cellux®, we understand that each project is different. We can manufacture the size and presentation according to your requirement.

2.08



The Heavy-Grade Packaging Tape 

C-720, is the ideal ally for the           

packaging industry where greater 

resistance is required, carrying up 

to 66 lb of weight. Thanks to its 

BOPP support, it provides tear 

resistance and its adhesive guaran-

tees a long useful life during 

storage.

PACKAGING TAPE
GRADE

PRODUCTION

Our Production Grade - Hot Melt C-730, is a packaging tape perfect 

for both manual and automated applications in medium-weight 

cartons within typical manufacturing and shipping environments. 

Featuring instant, permanent bonding to diverse substrates and 

surfaces, our tape boasts a special release coating for smooth, 

low-force unwinding. With excellent performance, it optimizes 

production efficiency while minimizing tape waste. 

Instant and permanent adhesion.

Manual and automated industrial sealing.

Excellent performance on recycled corrugate.

CLEAR
CLEAR

TAN
TAN

CLEAR

SKU

C-725048110
C-725072110
C-726048110
C-726072110
C-7250481000

2” 36
3” 24
2” 36
3” 24

6

THICKNESS 
(MILS)

WIDTH 
(IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

110

110

2.08

2”

HOT MELT C-730

At Cellux®, we understand that each project is different. We can manufacture the size and presentation according to your requirement.



SURFACE 
PROTECTION
SOLUTIONS
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TAPE

The Red Stucco Tape C-340 is an essential tool for                       

construction projects such as installing cement, masonry, 

and insulation. When working on these tasks, having a 

high-quality stucco tape makes a big difference in              

effectiveness and efficiency. Our red stucco tape is ideal 

for contruction workers to complete their projects.

STUCCO

GUARD

Superior strength

High durability making it suitable 

Resistent to UV and moisture.

The Blue Protection Film for windows Cellux C-310 is a 

blue polyethylene film. Our product adheres to glass or 

molding from edge to edge allowing the film to stay 

in place. Although it has the necessary adhesion to 

get the job done, it can be removed up to 60 days 

with clean removal without damaging the 

window or leaving residue. It is suitable for both 

indoor and outdoor environments.

Self-adhesive polyethylene film.

60-days clean removal.

UV resistant for outdoor use.

Durable performance during 
construction projects.

Blue color.

WINDOW

RED

for demanding applications.

Loose rolls

SKU

C-340048060PK1 2” 24

THICKNESS 
(MILS)

WIDTH 
(IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

606,9

Loose rolls

SKU

C-310021600PK1 21” 1

THICKNESS 
(MILS)

WIDTH 
(IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

6001,96

BLUE PROTECTION FILM

C-340

C-310

At Cellux®, we understand that each project is different. We can manufacture the size and presentation according to your requirement.



SPECIALTY
PACKAGING 

"INNOVATIVE ADHESIVE 
TAPE SOLUTIONS FOR 

EVERY INDUSTRY." 

cellux.us

100%
RECYCLABLE
& ENVIRONMENT

FRIENDLY

SOLUTIONS



Gummed Packaging Tape C-751 is made from tear 

resistant kraft paper with a water-activated natural 

glue coating.       It is ideal for the environmentally 

counscious individual. Its dust-tight and                

temper-proof   formula is ideal to seal any            

cardboard packaging. Available in brown and 

white.

100% recyclable & environment friendly.

Creates a bond with the box on sticking.

Can be printed.

PACKAGING
GUMMED

Water activated adhesive.

Individual roll

SKU

C-751 4.92 2” 50 24

THICKNESS 
(MILS)

WIDTH 
(IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

The Reinforced Gummed Tape C-752 is the perfect 

tape for cardboard packaging in every weight catego-

ry. Its overlaid polymer fibreglass inlay fulfills the 

most demanding requirements surrounding tear                     

resistance, theft, and trasportation security. Our 

tape is ideally suited for packages with valuable 

and sensitive contents, as well as for                               

international air transport.

Water activated adhesive.

Can be printed.

Creates a bond with the box on sticking.

100% recyclable & environment friendly.

GUMMED
REINFORCED

Individual roll

SKU

C-752 6.49 2” 50 24

THICKNESS 
(MILS)

WIDTH 
(IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

At Cellux®, we understand that each project is different. We can manufacture the size and presentation according to your requirement.

TAPE C-751

TAPE C-752
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REFRIGERATION
SOLUTIONS



Adhesive strength.

Weather resistance.

Flexibility and durability.

Wet applications.

Temporary sealing in 

high-tension conditions.

Our Utility Grade Duct Tape C-385 is meticulously                        

engineered from polyester (PET) cloth and polyethylene (PE) 

film, complemented by an aggressive pressure-sensitive 

natural rubber adhesive. Its robust construction makes it 

ideal for demanding applications, providing dependable 

adhesion and strength. Plus, its flexibility allows it to 

conform seamlessly to irregular surfaces, ensuring a 

secure bond even on challenging substrates. Whether 

you're           working on repairs, crafting projects, or 

industrial applications, trust our duct tape to deliver 

unmatched performance and durability.

Loose rolls

SKU

C-385048060PK1 2” 24

THICKNESS 
(MILS)

WIDTH 
(IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

606,9

The Aluminum Foil Tape Cellux C-384 is a high-quality                    

adhesive tape designed for HVAC applications and general 

purpose use. Made from sturdy aluminum foil material, this 

tape is perfect for sealing ducts, vents, and pipes, as well as 

for insulation and other general sealing purposes. Its 

heat-resistant properties make it ideal for use in hot and 

cold environments, and its strong adhesive ensures a 

secure and long-lasting hold. Aluminum Foil Tape is the 

perfect solution for HVAC professionals, contractors, 

and people like you who need a reliable and durable 

tape for all their sealing and insulation needs.

Dead soft aluminum foil

Highly conformable

Aggressive acrylic PS adhesive

Good Moisture Resistance

Waterproof Backing

Resists extreme fluctuations in 

tempe- rature after application

Reflects and dissipates heat.

Heat shrink wrap
Heat shrink wrap

SKU

C-384
C-384

2” 40 24
3” 40 16

THICKNESS 
(MILS)

WIDTH 
(IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

3.1

At Cellux®, we understand that each project is different. We can manufacture the size and presentation according to your requirement.

TAPE
FOIL

GRADE
UTILITY

DUCT TAPE
C-385

C-384



The Reinforced Aluminum Foil Tape Foil/Scrim/Kraft 

(FSK) C-387 is a tape designed for superior performance          

thermal applications. Its fiberglass reinforcement 

makes it more resistant in the installation, support 

and insulation of cooling pipelines. Its adhesive 

provides longer duration in time prolonging wear.

Exceptional resilience even in 

extreme temperature variations. 

Its backing is designed to remain 

smooth and free of wrinkles, 

preventing tearing or damage.

The material is impermeable to water 

vapor and smoke, providing reliable 

protection and insulation.

Heat shrink wrap
Heat shrink wrap

SKU

C-387
C-387

2” 40 24
3” 40 16

THICKNESS 
(MILS)

WIDTH 
(IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

6.7

At Cellux®, we understand that each project is different. We can manufacture the size and presentation according to your requirement.

FOIL TAPE
REINFORCED

DUCT TAPE
PREMIUM

C-386

C-387

Grease resistance.

Wide range of temperature.

Easily conforms to irregular 

surfaces.

Aggressive and waterproof 

adhesive.

Our Premium Duct Tape, is a Polyethylene (PE) coated cloth 

tape, engineered with an aggressive pressure-sensitive natural 

rubber adhesive for superior adhesion to diverse surfaces 

across a wide range of temperature conditions. Designed to 

meet the demands of challenging applications, this tape 

offers reliable performance and durability. Specifically craft-

ed for HVAC applications, it is predominantly employed for 

demanding repairs and is equally effective on irregular 

surfaces in construction and automotive projects.

Loose rolls

SKU

C-386048060PK1 2” 24

THICKNESS 
(MILS)

WIDTH 
(IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

6016
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FOAM
TAPES



DOUBLE 
SIDED

TAPE
NEOPRENE

The Black Neoprene Foam Tape C-476, is a         

special high-strength, double-sided tape 

designed for providing support on a             

variety of surfaces and environments. 

It is safe due to its long duration. It is 

ideal for the automotive industry.

High resistance.

Can be applied on multiple surfaces.

Guarantees a safe mounting.

conditions.

High performance in environmental 

It can be stamped.

Individual roll
Individual roll

Individual roll

SKU

C-476
C-476
C-476

3/4” 20 16
1” 20 12

1”1/2 20 8

THICKNESS 
(MILS)

WIDTH 
(IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

39

Long duration.

Resistant to moisture and substances 

chemicals.

UV Resistant.

At Cellux®, we understand that each project is different. We can manufacture the size and presentation according to your requirement.

The double-face white foam tape 

C-483 is specially designed to 

junc- tion and assemble 

lightweight objects in the                    

domestic and commercial sectors. 

Eliminates the use of tiptoe and 

screws to mount objects such as 

carriers, light mirrors, posters, etc.

C-476



Superior and Instant adhesion to a variety of surfaces, including low-surface energy materials.

Excellent conformability.

Good moisture and temperature resistance.

Guarantees a safe mounting.

Long duration and easy to use.

TAPE
POLYETHYLENE

Replaces hardware and other mechanical fastening options.

The double-face white foam tape 

C-483 is specially designed to 

junc- tion and assemble 

lightweight objects in the                    

domestic and commercial sectors. 

Eliminates the use of tiptoe and 

screws to mount objects such as 

carriers, light mirrors, posters, etc.

The double-face white foam tape 

C-484 is a film specially designed 

for the junction and assembly of 

lightweight objects in the                   

domestic and commercial sectors. 

Eliminates the use of tiptoe and 

screws to mount objects such as 

carriers, light mirrors, posters, etc.

The double-face white foam tape 

C-486, is a film specially designed 

for the junction and assembly of 

medium-weight objects, mainly in 

the hardware sector. Due to its 

proper thickness and strong    

adhesive, it is used in windows, 

electrical assemblies, construction 

finishes, etc.

Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll

SKU

C-483
C-483
C-483
C-483
C-483
C-483
C-483
C-483

1/2” 10 48
1/2” 30 24
3/4” 10 32
3/4” 30 16
1” 10 24
1”
1”1/2
1”1/2

30
10
30

12
16
8

THICKNESS (MILS) WIDTH (IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

39

SKU

C-484
C-484
C-484
C-484
C-484
C-484
C-484
C-484

THICKNESS (MILS) WIDTH (IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

63

SKU

C-486
C-486
C-486
C-486
C-486
C-486
C-486
C-486

THICKNESS (MILS) WIDTH (IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

126

1/2”
1/2”
3/4”
3/4”
1”
1”
1”1/2
1”1/2

1/2”
1/2”
3/4”
3/4”
1”
1”
1”1/2
1”1/2

10
30
10
30
10
30
10
30

10
30
10
30
10
30
10
30

48
24
32
16
24
12
16
8

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

SIDED
DOUBLE

POLYETHYLENE
TAPE

Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll

Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll
Individual roll

C-483 C-484 C-486



cellux.us

The double-face white foam tape 

C-486, is a film specially designed 

for the junction and assembly of 

medium-weight objects, mainly in 

the hardware sector. Due to its 

proper thickness and strong    

adhesive, it is used in windows, 

electrical assemblies, construction 

finishes, etc.

ELECTRICAL
SOLUTIONS



INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRICAL
TAPE

TAPE
ELECTRICAL

Heat shrink wrap

SKU

C-818 7 3,4” 16 180

THICKNESS 
(MILS)

WIDTH 
(IN) LENGTH (YD) ROLLS/CASE PRESENTATION

The C-818 industrial electrical tape is a 

PVC-based tape ideal for projects in the 

electricity industry. Certified under 

the RETIE standard, Cellux electrical 

tape has excellent elongation and 

memory recovery properties. 

The C-818 is fireproof and        

insulates up to 600V.

Cold and sunlight resistant.
and varying weather conditions.

Resistant to abrasion, moisture,

Stretch and flexibility.

alkalies, acids, corrosion,

At Cellux®, we understand that each project is different. We can manufacture the size and presentation according to your requirement.

C-818




